
10:15 – 11:15 Concurrent Sessions 

 
Rich Cordrey 

Employee Diaspora and the Evolution of Talent Development Strategy 
 
This session will be a discussion centered around the changing landscape of employee 
distribution and expectations, and strategies being implemented by AutoNation to develop 
its workforce of the future.  Attendees can look forward to: 

 
• Completing a Primary Leaner Persona template 

• Evaluating existing L&D structures for relevancy/effectiveness 

Rich Cordrey is currently the Manager of Learning Design & Development at AutoNation, Inc., where he leads 
the team responsible for development of training and performance programs for 25,000+ associates across 
the country. He has a background in a wide variety of areas, including instructional design, training 
facilitation, eLearning development, managing training programs, and strategic alignment.  

 
Cyndi Maxey 

Fearless Facilitation: How to Engage and Involve Your Learning Audience 
 
In this sessions you will learn practical skills to invite the learner in, adapt to the 
environment, gently set up activities, handle various group demographics, and collaborate 
with technology.  Attendees can look forward to: 

 
• Learning to engage learners at key learning points 

• Applying three new techniques for involving all groups 

Cyndi Maxey, MA, CSP, is a national speaker, author and coach specializing in communication excellence. A 
longtime member of ATD she has spoken at eight ICE national conferences and several ATD chapters 
throughout the country. Cyndi is the co-author of six books; the most recent, Fearless Facilitation (Pfeiffer, 
Wiley) inspires her session for us today. She credits ATD for her start as an author, publishing her articles in 
the magazine as well as her first book, Training from the Heart, As a speaker, Cyndi holds the CSP – Certified 
Speaking Professional – designation with National Speakers Association and she has served as President of 
NSA–Illinois chapter. As a professor, she enjoys teaching at Chicago’s DePaul and Loyola Universities and was 
the recipient of Loyola University’s 2016 student nominated Award for Excellence in Adult Learning.. And then 
of course there’s her blog on Linked In!  

 
 

Moderated by ATDSFL 
President Shannon Whitman 

Succeeding as a Talent Development Consultant  
 
Shannon Whitman, ATDSFL Chapter President, leads an engaging discussion with several 
local consultants as they explore what it takes to succeed when you go out on your own. 

 
  



11:30 – 12:30 Concurrent Sessions 

 
Jeff Butler 

Multigenerational Management - The Ins & Outs of Managing 4 Generations 
 
In this program, best-selling author Jeff Butler, shares his research and insights into the four 
generations’ motivations, differences, and communication styles. You will learn how 
organizations across various industries are thriving with a multigenerational workforce, gain 
specific actionable management strategies, and turn your multigenerational workforce into 
a competitive advantage.  Attendees can look forward to: 

 
• Discovering potential points of generational conflict and tactics to handle them 

• Learning how to strengthen cross-generational communication 

Jeff Butler is a speaker, author and passionate millennial who helps organizations improve their relationships 
with millennial employees. A native Californian and raised in Silicon Valley, he graduated from UC Berkeley 
with a degree in Computer Science. Unlike other experts on millennials, Jeff has been in the trenches of what 
it means to be a millennial and what it takes to retain and keep them engaged. With Jeff ‘s versatile 
background, he has helped fortune 500 companies and thousands of professionals across the United States – 
in addition to appearing on TEDx in both 2016 and 2017. 

 
Wendy Gates Corbett, CPLP 

The Latest Dish on Delivery from 5 Training Master Chefs 
 
Looking to spice up your delivery? Wendy gathers and shares the secret sauces of the top TD 
leaders across the country. Learn to combine their ingredients with yours & spice up your all 
your programs!  Attendees can look forward to: 

 
• Evaluating delivery techniques for the potential to elevate their own training programs 

• Identifying at least one delivery technique to implement in an upcoming program 

Wendy Gates Corbett, CPLP is on a mission to rid the world of bad presentations. She uses her 20+ years of TD 
expertise and presentation superpowers to work with professional athletes and speakers and corporate 
leaders. She redesigns their presentation materials using crisp, fresh approaches that amplify their messages, 
provides consulting for presenting with confidence, and provides training on designing memorable (and still 
educational) slides. Wendy is the author of a TD@Work, 5 Questions for Great Presentation Visuals, and the 
co-author of several other training-related books. She served on her local ATD chapter board for 9 years 
(Research Triangle Area, NC), currently serves as Chair of ATD’s National Advisors for Chapters team and on 
the ATD international Board of Directors. She’s also a charter member of the Presentation Guild.  

 
Roberto Montañez 

Stop Talking & Start Coaching: Effective Coaching Skills that Deliver Results 
 
This session helps professionals go beyond coaching frameworks to improve coaching 
outcomes. It will discuss common obstacles professionals experience when coaching and 
ways to overcome them.  Attendees can look forward to: 

 
• Identifying ineffective coaching approaches when engaging employees 

• Employing these techniques to increase employee performance and reduce repeated 
coaching 

Roberto Montanez is a Director of Training & Leadership Development, a Certified Professional in Learning & 
Performance and a dynamic speaker. With over 20 years’ experience in management and a background in 
Psychology, he is a strong opponent of mediocre leadership. His mission is to eliminate bad leaders by 
equipping them through speaking, training and coaching. Roberto’s unique approach to combining 
Leadership and psychology is creating new solutions to current leadership problems. You can find Roberto at 
NowLeader.com 



2:00 – 3:00 Concurrent Sessions 

 
Jeffrey Berk 

Measure, Communicate, and IMPROVE Your Learning Programs 
 
This session will focus on modern day methods to conduct learning evaluation in a simplified 
yet impactful manner.  These methods yield less report running and more action on the data 
to drive improvement.  Attendees can look forward to: 
 

• Understanding how to fuse learning measurement with performance improvement 

• Grasping how measurement can be simple yet impactful 

Performitiv is a performance improvement technology company. As COO Jeffrey is responsible for the day-to-
day operations. Prior to Performitiv, Jeffrey was the COO of KnowledgeAdvisors and led the creation of its 
learning evaluation tool, Metrics that Matter. Jeffrey is an adjunct professor of operations at Loyola 
University and Northern Illinois University and has authored 3 books on learning analytics and process 
improvement 

   
 
 
 
 
 

 
Sergio Buth & Sherri Dailing 

The Fantastic Facilitator  
 
This session is designed to provide budget friendly and applicable strategies for inclusive 
learning events. Practical advice shared will assist valued trainers to become functional, 
credible facilitators.  Attendees can look forward to: 

 
• Integrating various budget neutral learning strategies 

• Increasing confidence applying unfamiliar strategies 

Sergio Buth has over two decades of experience Enhancing True Potential with Enthusiasm and Passion©. 
After completing his BFA in Theater Production/Management, and MSC in Hospitality Management, his 
world opened up to Organizational Development. Sergio currently works in Healthcare, infusing years of 
Training and Organizational Development experience from a variety of business sectors. His energetic 
facilitation style encourages learning in a highly interactive, entertaining and engaging manner. 
 

Sherri Dailing has expanded her instructional design, facilitation, program development and program 
evaluation skills over the past 20 years in the hospital/healthcare and maritime industries. Sherri holds a BA 
in Psychology and an MS in HRD, and she is currently the Director of Curriculum Development at Maritime 
Professional Training in Fort Lauderdale.  Sherri enjoys encouraging others to step outside their comfort zone, 
especially while serving as President of Toastmasters of Las Olas in Fort Lauderdale. 

 
Bernadette Costello 

Yes, You CAN Do Change 
 
This session will present an overview of a change and transition management model. It will 
help individuals understand the change process and build strategies for managing through a 
change event to be more productive and adaptive.  Attendees can look forward to: 
 

• Identifying the differences between change and transition and why it is important 

• Developing ways of knowing where they are at in the transition process 
 
Bernadette Costello collaborates with leaders, teams, and organizations so they can reach their full potential.  
As a consultant, her methods involve listening intently to her clients and helping them identify focused 
solutions that will work best with the culture and climate.  As a coach, her focus is to help clients identify a 
desired impact and develop a clear plan to achieve that result.  Bernadette served as an ATD Chapter 
President for Metro DC, as Chair of the ATD Leader’s Conference Advisory Committee, and as a member of 
the National Advisors for Chapters. Bernadette received a Bachelor of Social Work from Southern Illinois 
University, a Master of Public Administration from the UNC at Chapel Hill, and a doctorate in Higher 
Education from George Mason University. 

 


